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ABSTRACT

Thyroid storm is a rare but life-threatening condition, which can be induced by many
critical diseases. We reported a 40-year-old woman with thyroid goiter manifesting with
acute sepsis-induced hyperthyroidism. She mainly presented with abdominal bloating,
diarrhea, lower limbs edema and exertional dyspnea. The lactate was 9.5 mmol/L and
procalcitonin was 3.8 ng/mL, suggesting acute sepsis. The thyroid echo showed bilateral
thyroid goiter. Relevant data included a thyroid-stimulating hormone level of 0.03 mIU/mL;
free tetraiodothyronine, 5.67 ng/dL; thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor antibody, 76.9%
(normal range, < 14%); and antimicrosomal antibody titer, 1:102400 (normal range,
< 1:100), suggesting toxic goiter with thyroid storm. Piperacillin/tazobactam, methimazole
and Lugol's iodine achieved a good outcome. The symptoms of early sepsis and those of
thyroid storm could be similar. Therefore, a careful history taking, a thorough physical
examination and a high degree of suspicion could make early diagnosis and appropriate
treatment.
1. Introduction

Thyroid storm is a rarely encountered clinical condition. The
broad range of symptoms associated with this disease can
complicate the diagnosis. Typically, it manifests itself as a state
of exaggerated hyperthyroidism accompanied by systemic organ
dysfunction, which could mimic severe sepsis[1]. The mortality
rate was about 10%, most probably due to multiple organ
failure[2].

2. Case report

A 40-year-old woman has a history of hyperthyroidism
diagnosed 5–6 years ago. She did not take any medication after
the diagnosis was made thoroughly. Seven days ago, she
developed progressive edema of lower limbs, exercise intoler-
ance and exertional dyspnea. Besides, she had abdominal
bloating and diarrhea. Progressive fatigue was noted in recent
three days. At our Emergency Department, ascites was noticed
and the chest X-ray pattern showed right-sided consolidation
with massive pleural effusion (Figure 1A). The cardiac echo
showed heart failure. The electrocardiogram showed atrial
fibrillation. The C-reactive protein was 14 mg/dL. The serum
lactate was 9.5 mmol/L and procalcitonin was 3.8 ng/mL. Severe
sepsis was suspected, which was complicated with multiple
organ dysfunction, including lung edema, bilateral massive
pleural effusions, congestive liver, ascites, and acute respiratory
failure. Thus piperacillin-tazobactam was given. The thyroid
echo showed bilateral thyroid goiter (Figure 1B). According to
the history of patient and the blood thyroid-stimulating hormone
of 0.03 mIU/mL (normal range, 0.35–5.50 mIU/mL), toxic goiter
with thyroid storm was suspected. Thus methimazole and
Lugol's iodine solution were given to the patient at the intensive
care unit. Later, laboratory results included an elevated free
tetraiodothyronine of 5.67 ng/dL; thyroid-stimulating hormone
receptor antibody, 76.9% (normal range, < 14%); anti-
microsomal antibody titer, 1:102400 (normal range, < 1:100)
and anti-thyroglobulin titer, 1:100 (normal range < 1:100). The
blood and sputum cultures were negative. Diuretic was given for
bilateral massive pleural effusions with ascites. As the chest X-
ray pattern showed remarkable improvement (Figure 1C), she
was then discharged.
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Figure 1. A: Chest X-ray showed massive pleural effusion; B: Thyroid echo showed bilateral thyroid goiter; C: Chest X-ray showed complete resolution
after therapy.
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3. Discussion

Thyroid storm is a life-threatening condition, which should
be part of the differential diagnosis in patients with multiple
organ dysfunction of unknown etiology. The diagnosis of
thyroid storm has been standardized based on several scoring
systems for symptomatic severity[2]. Thyroid storm is usually
precipitated by an acute illness, such as stroke, surgery,
infection, or trauma[3]. These critically ill patients require
emergent resuscitation to reverse the severe dehydration and
adrenal crisis as well as to control the common clinical
symptoms such as arrhythmias and congestive heart
failure[4]. Our patient was most likely precipitated by acute
sepsis.

To recognize and differentiate thyroid storm from the
non-critical thyrotoxicosis is important as the case fatality
rate is currently reported at 10%–25%[2,4,5]. The complicated
manifestations with multiple apparently unrelated symptoms
can confuse the patients and pose a profound challenge to
the diagnostic process of the physicians. Moreover, there
is no clear cut-off value in the laboratory diagnosis. Thy-
roid storm is typically associated with Graves' disease, but it
may occur in patients with toxic nodular goiter[6,7]. The
current case highlights the challenges and reminds the
clinicians that early diagnosis and therapy through a
highly suspicion, careful physical examination and
laboratory testing are important. In conclusion, we reported
a woman of toxic goiter with severe sepsis-induced
thyroid storm. Early diagnosis and emergent antithyroid
therapy achieved a good clinical outcome.
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